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University of Queensland Library 
Drivers
• University rankings & performance metrics
• Open access and open scholarship
• Research integrity & data validation
• Research Evaluation (HERDC | ERA)
• ‘Globalisation of research’ and relationship between ‘collaboration’ and ‘quality’
Researcher 
(dis)engagement


Author identifier implementation 
Create on Demand workflow
https://app.library.uq.edu.au/#/id
Link existing ORCID


Harvesting to eSpace using ORCID
• Research publication data 
– WOS (still need RID)
– Scopus
• Reviewing activities
– via Publons
Rolling out ORCiD
• Making the ORCID brand visible and promoting at every 
opportunity
• Users never have to enter in their ORCiD number to system
• Soft launch – will target high profile researchers and all new 
researchers as part of induction process
• Will encourage all RHD students to create an ORCiD – part of 
our scholarly publishing program
• Work with the ODVCR to incorporate into  HERDC, ERA and 
various training programs eg Essential Knowledge for 
Research Management Seminar 
• User testing – 2 Schools with supportive Research Managers
• Then systematically roll out to all Schools and Institutes
Hoping to:
• Offer upload metadata for Publications and 
Research Data from eSpace to ORCID profile
• Ingest/Use contact information for staff 
particularly for dataset contact information 
when no institutional contact info
• Additional sources of publication data 
(Crossref/Pubmed?)
• Include ORCID when minting DOIs for Data 
sets, theses and research reports
You may have heard of Publons….
The University of  Queensland Publons Profile
• 85 Reviewers
• 1028 Reviews
• 3078 Merit points
• 6th on the leaderboard
Stage 1:  Get Publons identifiers and link them to UQ eSpace, 
create badges to link out to Publons profiles
Stage 2: Full API data capture, UQ Tiered Journal matching + UQ 
data visualisations 
UQ - Publons Pilot Integration Partnership
• UQ will be the  first university in the world to integrate Publons data into 
author metrics
• Pilot announced by Publons on 2 October 2015, during Peer Review Week 
• Project officially approved at UQ  on 29 October 2015 and development 
work begun
  
Publons Author Identifier  >
About Publons Author Identifier
Integrating Publons Identifiers into UQ eSpace
Publons
Publons badge and link to Publons profiles
UQ eSpace publication profile
UQ Author Statistics
Publons
Peer review activity by UQ Tiered List
Capturing and Visualising Publons Data for UQ
